Cervical cancer

How to prevent HPV related disease?
- Screening
- Vaccination

How to treat cervical cancer?
- Chemotherapy
- Surgery
- Radiotherapy

Novel treatment strategies
2 precision medicine approaches

Target the tumor molecular abnormalities
- Personalized characterization using high throughput techniques

Target the virus with DNA vaccines
- Integrates virological system
- Lightens cervical instability with HPV

Clinical results

- Target the tumor molecular abnormalities
  - Identification of patients’ groups

- Target the virus with DNA vaccines
  - First clinical trials completed
  - New DNA vaccine

Preclinical studies based on molecular profile

New drugs and drug combination for precision medicine

Preclinical results

- Importance of combination strategies to control cancer progression
- Patent submitted

RAIDS Perspectives
First biobanking study in Europe

Future design of precision medicine clinical trial
Early stage treatments in future precision medicine clinical trials RAIDS 2 CURE
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